COURSE AREA

BUSINESS SERVICES
- Accounting
- Business Administration
- Business Administration Medical

BUILDING LEVEL
E  Ground
E  Ground
E  Ground

FOUNDATION STUDIES
- English as a Second Language
- Foundation Studies
- Pre-vocational Studies/TPC

BUILDING LEVEL
E  Ground
E  Ground
E  Ground

HUMAN SERVICES
- Barbering
- Early Childhood Education and Care
- Hairdressing
- Individual Support - Ageing
- Nursing

BUILDING LEVEL
D  Ground
B  Ground
B  Ground

TRADES AND TECHNOLOGY
- Bricklaying

BUILDING LEVEL
F  Ground

SERVICES AND FACILITIES
- Business and Education
- Customer Service Centre
- Human Services
- Library (Tuesday and Wednesday, 9am-4pm)
- Trades and Technology

BUILDING LEVEL
E  Ground
A  Ground
B, E  Ground
A  Ground
F  Ground

CONTACT US
131 601
tafensw.edu.au
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